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The WebMailFX Team is proud to announce the release of version RC2 of WebmailFX.
Lot of bugs have been fixed in this version and a lot of new features have been added.

Here are some of the new features:
-Permissions have been split into 2.
-Share contact with group. This is controled by a group permission.
-Admin created accounts. Now there is a admin menu to create email accounts for your users.
-Turn ON settings. This is controled by a group permission.
-Statistics. Admin menu now shows some statistics regarding the module. More will come with
RC3.
-Colors. Background colors and a couple more things are now controled by colors.php
-Several bugs and other minor issues within the code have been fixed.

The WebMailFX Team already started working on version RC3. The main change in this feature
will be implementation of IMAP, which will solve a lot of issues:
-Folders. This will be a huge bonus to the module.
-No attachments are saved locally. With this there will be no more need to chmod anything.
-Unicode. IMAP has commands specificly for solving this.
RC3 will include two other major features:
-register_globals=off;
-ability to print messages.

We hope "xoopers" will enjoy this new version and, as usual, we encourage everyone to give us
feedback and support.

The WebMailFX Team

Download the module on the dev page:
http://dev.xoops.org/modules/xfmod/project/?webmailfx
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